L0074909
Physiognomy of Fallen Women, Russian. Plate
II. From the title “Female offender / by Caesar
Lombroso and William Ferrero” published in 1959.

L0035463
Model eye, glass lens with brass-backed paper front
with hand-painted face around eye, by W. and S. Jones,
London, 1840-1900

L0022489
Coloured painting on a tree leaf showing a lady
holding a scroll. Asian Collection

L0015756
Alchemical house, west and north sides.
Woodcut From: D.O.M.A. Alchymia. By: Libavius, A.
Published:J. Saur for P. Kopff, Frankfurt 1606

L0053235
A caterpillar bores a hole into the side of pear
having just eaten a hole in an apple, an analogy to the
equally voracious appetite and speed of growth of
the HIV virus; an advertisement for an exhibition of
images about the fight against AIDS by Artis. Colour
lithograph by André Françoise, 1993.

L0052002
A man wearing a pink watch holds a glass while
embracing a woman also wearing a pink watch as a
warning about the risk of AIDS.

L0033356
Eugen Sandow: Life of the Author as told in
Photographs. As He is To-Day. Striking photo of the
Author at 52, confirming his statement in this book
that muscle, once built up, remains, to a great extent,
always, provided the body is only given a few minutes
daily exercise to maintain balance when once it is
established

L0038161
The Fish Market of Batavia (Jakarta) Copperplate,
18th Century. From: A collection of voyages
and travels, some now first printed from original
manuscripts, others now first published in English. By:
Awnsham Churchill, John Churchill, John Locke and
John Nieuhoff

V0011095
A practioner of mesmerism performing animal
magnetism therapy on a seated male patient. Pen and
ink drawing.

B0000520
SEM image of normal red blood cells, computercoloured red. Photographed using Philips501 SEM.

B0007827
Light micrograph of salt and pepper granules. The
rough texture of the pepper granule is shown in
contrast to the smooth surface of the salt grain. Image
was taken at low power using a digital light microscope
imaged with no preparation, fresh and without a
coverslip.

C0030289
Close up of panini with a filling of roasted peppers
and courgettes with mozzarella cheese.

L0057694
Covered with cowry shells, this container is believed
by the Yoruba people of Nigeria to be a visible
symbol of one’s spirit double and personal destiny.
This is connected to the Yoruba orí cult. The orí or
head is considered the most important part of the
body. Each person has a destiny that determines social
status, wealth and health. It is said that one’s destiny is
determined by how well one uses one’s head. Maker:
Yoruba people

B0004284
Molecular model of cytochrome c from horse. This
matches B0004290, from rice. The two images show
how little cytochrome c changes with time, making
it valuable as a molecular clock to determine at what
date different lineages of organisms diverged from
each other.

B0005145
Tissue culture cabinet for manipulating cultures. A
Class II tissue culture cabinet used to protect the
specimens/samples being manipulated from the
environment. The samples in the cabinet are bacterial
DNA clones growing in sterile media. Each clone
contains a tiny (1,500 bp) insert of human DNA, each
of which is from a different gene. These clones will be
used to generate DNA samples for spotting onto the
microarrays.

AS0000197F11
Animals and animal life; pony in paddock with snow

V0009320
Two faces expressing veneration and rapture. Etching,
c. 1760, after C. Le Brun.

B0004308
Test tube. Glass test tube half full with red liquid.

B0006078
Man wearing body-scanning glasses. Futuristic image
of a man wearing body-scanning glasses.

C0009284
A traditional glass lightbulb with a metal filament
against a glowing yellow background.

V0007468
A grotesque mermaid, amidst luxurious cushions and
drapes, and framed by two shells. Coloured lithograph
by E. Purcell, 1822.

L0027425
Ceramic pharmacy jars., Photograph circa 1970

L0038321
A monster spewing out the word “Alcohol” is attacked
with a mallet by a woman in a blue dress (representing
Blauwe Week against alcohol); a serious woman
contemplates the sufferings of humanity.
Coloured Lithograph, 1928, by Willem A. van de Walle

C0011036
Xenopus are a type of frog native to Africa.

V0019480EL
A busy gin palace bar with customers buying drinks.
Coloured etching by G. Cruikshank, c. 1842, after
himself. 1842

L0059077
These tortoiseshell spectacles fold into a matching,
portable case. This has a cord attachment so it can
be easily carried. Tortoiseshell was expensive and
indicates a wealthy owner. Spectacles may have been
used in China as early as the 1100s.

L0001964
Animal electricity produced without any intermediate
body. From: An account of the galvanic experiments
performed by John Aldini

C0015367
Telephone enclosed in a red lip-shaped casing.

L0030793
Elephant of India caparisoned for hunting. From:
The natural history of the pachydermes. (Naturalist’s
library edited by Sir William Jardine. Mammalia,V.)

L0040515
Player’s cigarette packet for ‘medium’ cigarettes.
Pictures showing a sailor in uniform with ships and a
lighthouse in the background. 193u

L0038320
Warships spewing out poisonous gases, with a gigantic
human skull representing death. Colour Lithograph
192u By: Women’s International League for Peace and
Freedom.

M0003298
H.M.S. “Caledonian” model.

B0008546
Sir Roger Gilbert Bannister, CBE (born 23 March
1929) is an English former athlete best known for
running the first mile in less than 4 minutes. Bannister
became a distinguished neurologist and Master of
Pembroke College, Oxford, before retiring in 1993.

B0009100
Papaver rhoeas L. Papaveraceae Corn Poppy,
Flanders Poppy. Distribution: Temperate Old World.
Dioscorides (Gunther, 1959) recommended five or six
seed heads in wine to get a good night’s sleep the leave
and seeds applied as a poultice to heal inflammation,
and the decoction sprinkled on was soporiferous.

L0003723
Henry Solomon Wellcome, 1906: three-quarter length.
Oil painting by Hugh Goldwin Riviere, 1906.

L0003601
‘The Cooper’s Adz versus the Lancet’ Bransby Blake
Cooper being poked in the posteriour by a lancet,
possibly Thomas Wakley, founder of the medical
journal The Lancet.

C0022550
Dissecting scissors lying on a dissecting kit.

B0004643
Table with a cup of coffee, water bottle and pastries.
Also, a pen and notepad with notes and doodles.

L0026430
A man in a white coat carrying heavy glass jars in a
metal holder. Colour lithograph after L. Cusden.

L0057615
A spoon-like bowl is connected to a tube which is
decorated with three carved bands on the handle. The
female user directs urine into the spoon-like bowl and
it is channelled through the tube. Such devices are still
available today for use on long journeys or camping
trips and especially at music festivals where the queues
for toilets are often long.

L0068143
Diecut card in the shape of a fat, cheerful
washerwoman in a long blue dress with white spots,
apron and bonnet washing a white garment by hand
in a large red tub full of steaming water on a wooden
stool. A box of Borax is in front of it on the floor.
190u

L0033504
Dance bonnet and scalplock of an Omaha Indian, rear
head view Platinum Print 1899 By: F. A. Rinehart

V0039426
Depictions of the brushes of a chimney sweep.
Coloured engraving by J. Lodge.

L0038845
Ink and brush drawing from a handwritten copy of
the anonymous text Dingchuang yaojue (Essential Art
of Boils), executed in 1874 (13th year of the Tongzhi
reign period of the Qing dynasty).

L0035132
Photograph of a man with a moustache dressed in
women’s clothing; he is wearing an exotic costume
wearing stockings, frilly waistcoat and holding a
fan. He is resting on a table with his feet on a stool
Photograph c.1896 From: Richard von Krafft-Ebing
Collection

L0035329
Pads and bandages for the ear. Designed and drawn
by Thomas Buchanan, 1825. He writes: Fig 1) The
pad may be formed of wool or cotton (or cork), made
so as to fill up the vacancy between the head and the
back part of the auricle ... it should be brushed over
with a thin coat of glue and rolled in fine cotton wool.
Fig 2) A piece of narrow tape should be sewed to the
posterior and inferior part of the pad, the loose end
to be passed under the occipital protuberance, and
fastened on the other side to the tape that is passed
under the chin. Engraving and text By: Thomas
Buchanan From: Illustrations of acoustic surgery

L0036007
Daoyin tu - chart for leading and guiding people in
exercise for improving health and treatment of pain,
containing animal postures such as bear walk. This
is a reconstruction of a ‘Guiding and Pulling Chart’
excavated from the Mawangdui Tomb 3 (sealed
in 168BC) in the former kingdom of Changsha.
The original is in the Hunan Provincial Museum,
Changsha, China.

L0035763
A Coconut charm (marupai), or ‘Lakakare’, Papuan
Gulf area, New Guinea, made from a dwarf coconut
and representing a marine creature or the heads of
pigs. This example represents a swordfish and would
have been filled with magical substances. The fibre
bag allowed travellers to carry the charm around their
necks to ward off danger.

L0034213
The first stage of General Faradization. Female Nurse
applying elecrtical current, faradic current, to a female
patient via an electrical vibrator, or bipolar electrodes
of Apostoli. From: Electricity in Gynaecology By:
Richard J. Cowen

L0057367
Guillotine blade, France, 1794. Jean-Baptiste Carrier
was a very unpleasant man. And on the 16th
November 1794, this actual blade swiftly removed
his head. In the wake of the French Revolution,
Carrier had become a cruel and sadistic leader whose
murderous actions were extreme even for those
violent times.

L0035475
Whalebone walking stick with skull pommel in ivory
with green glass eyes, once owned by Charles Darwin

L0003907
“Corset contre l’Onanisme place sur le sujet”. Reunion
des parties qui composent le corset, y compris le demicalecon place sur le sujet. (Meeting of the parts which
make the corset, including the half-pants placed on
the subject). A man wearing a full body corset for the
treatment of masturbation.

L0057036
Tattooed with a figure of a man with a large dagger
surrounded by female angels with trumpets, this
piece of human skin was purchased by one of Henry
Wellcome’s collecting agents. The agent was Captain
Johnston-Saint, who bought it in June 1929 from Dr
Villette, a Parisian surgeon. Villette worked in military
hospitals and collected and preserved hundreds of
samples from the autopsies of French soldiers.

L0041074
Man wearing a tourniquet, letting blood into a bowl.
Two other bowls already filled with blood sit nearby.
ca. 1675 From: Arzneibuch. Compendium of popular
medicine and surgery, receipts, etc., in German.
Compiled for the use of a House of the Franciscan
Order, probably in Austria, or South Germany.

B0000120
A 16 day mouse foetus that has been stained to
highlight the skeleton. The blue stain shows
cartilage, while the red indicates areas that have started
to form bone. The other tissues have been
partly dissolved to show this more clearly. The crownrump length is approximately 17mm.

L0031106
The Four Gospels, 1495, dark brown leather over
boards with silver ornaments and a cross studded with
five comelian stones

L0065078
Head lice are passed by direct contact from person to
person or by sharing brushes, combs and hats. They
cause discomfort and annoyance, but have also been
associated with the spread of disease. Some, such as
typhus, are potentially deadly. Lice and their eggs can
be removed from human hair using combs like this.
Carved from horn, it is decorated with two circular
finger grips and has a double row of very fine teeth.
The comb was made in India in the 1800s.

L0014536
Three grisly distillers with streams running from
their noses and mouths into a tub of “double
rectified spirits”. Coloured engraving, c. 1811, after T.
Rowlandson.

L0058567
Prosthetic noses were largely for show and this one
would have been an expensive purchase beyond the
means of most people. Common causes of nose
injury were warfare and syphilis (a sexually transmitted
infection that can eventually cause the bridge of the
nose to collapse). It is unclear how the nose was to be
worn but it was possibly fixed to any remaining nasal
structure. Europe, 1601-1800.

L0043765
This figure is known as a niski figure. Niski is the
name given by Kongo peoples and other ethnic
groups living in the Democratic Republic of Congo
to extremely powerful collections of materials that
are contained in receptacles known as futu. The niski
is used( by pounding metal objects into the figure’s
wooden surface) to direct the spirit toward a specific
aim: to protect, heal or destroy. 1880-1920

L0001186
Human skin hanging in frame. 17th century From:
Anatomia By: Bartholin, Thomas

L0012257
Pair of dental forceps, Italian, 17th century.

L0041339
Colour card showing two babies reaching to a massive
bottle of the medicine, spoons in hand. Both are
wearing white gowns. One has red socks, one has blue
shoes. There is a branch of cherries in the foreground
and in the air above the bottle. The medicine is
supposed to rapidly cure “colds, coughs, sore throat,
influenza, laryngitis, quinsy, hoarseness, croup,
bronchitis, asthma and catarrh” and provides relief
from whooping cough and consumption. 1870’s

L0035542
A pair of Chinese shoes for bound ‘lily’ feet. c. 1870
- 1910

L0051317
A butcher’s boy, seated on a basket, holding a large
piece of meat; demonstrating attention (attentiveness).

L0058243
This basket is made from cloves. They are the strong
smelling and aromatic dried flower buds of the tree
Caryophyllus aromaticus. This basket was made to
ward off disease, especially during epidemics. It was
thought by some that disease was spread by foul
smells and that the strong odour of cloves repelled the
vapours. Today, clove oil is used as a home remedy for
toothache as it has pain relieving qualities.

L0049526
Full-page illustration of a Cat in an affectionate frame
of mind from Chapter ll, The Principle of antithesis,
the second of the three principles of expression. 1872.
From: The expression of the emotions in man and
animals / By: Charles Darwin

L0026932
A cat standing on its hind legs, formed by patterns
supposed to be in the “Early Greek” style. Gouache
by Louis Wain, 1925/1939.

